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Take a piece of Portugal with you



Typical and original gifts

Premium quality products

100% Made in Portugal

Portuguese gifts that make a difference

Remember Portugal operates in the MICE tourism in Portugal as a specialist in Corporate Gifts.
Through a selection of Premium traditional products, we allow companies to surprise their customers, employees or partners with
exclusive and elegant gifts when they meet in Portugal (seminar, convention, congress, incentive...). 
We also design custom gifts for DMC/MICE agencies and luxury hotels that seek to delight their travellers. 
We offer tailor-made solutions and meet the expectations of the most demanding BtoB customers. 

In this catalogue we offer a line of Portuguese handcrafted products of great quality: All products are designed and manufactured
in Portugal. We work in partnership with Portuguese brands that combine tradition with innovation, and we collaborate with
artisans who manufacture products with great love for portuguese design and culture.

Discover our collection of Portuguese treasures: Gifts for your corporate events, welcome gifts, giveaways, 'Gift boxes', 'Gift bags'... 
More than gifts, we provide emotions, and help you to make your next experience in Portugal memorable.



Select your packaging:
 a 'Gift box' or a 'Gift bag'

Choose your favourite products
from our collection

Order your Premium Portuguese gifts:
hello@remember-portugal.com

1

2

3

Let's create your perfect gift

Remember Portugal helps you to design gifts tailored to your needs and your budget. 

Minimum order quantity: 24 units.
Customization of the packaging with your logo: minimum of 50 units.
The products offered in this catalogue are valid within the limits of stocks and subject to availability at our partners.
Preparation time before shipment: 2 to 4 weeks depending on the number of gifts and on the personalisation chosen.
Deliveries at the venue of your choice across Portugal, on the date at your convenience.
Delivery costs are charged separately.
Rates are VAT excluded (23%).
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Select

your Premium

packaging



GIFT BOX COFFRET
20cm x 20cm x 9cm
White or ‘Remember Portugal’

4,90€

GET YOUR CUSTOM BOXES
Add your company logo for a personal touch

50 units minimum.
High quality screen printing.
Design and realisation times: 3 to 4 weeks.
Contact us to get a quote.

LUXURY GIFT BOX

Gift box Premium, type 'Coffret', ideal to offer stylish gifts.
White, matte laminated finish.
Magnetic tipper cover.
Premium filling, 100% recyclable and biodegradable (rags of paper).
Satin ribbon bow: Different colors available.
Perfect rigid box for 4, 5, 6 products maximum.

Gift box

Remember Portugal is proud to offer high quality packaging options, in accordance with the Premium products presented in its collection.
Create your own gift set with our unique luxury boxes: They reflect simplicity, lightness and elegance.



GIFT BAG PREMIUM
White or ‘Remember Portugal’

'S'
14cm x 18cm x 8cm 1,50€

'M'
18cm x 23cm x 10cm 1,80€

'L'
26cm x 32cm x 12cm 2,10€

'L'

GIFT BAG PREMIUM

Premium and resistant paper bag, 210g.
White, matte laminated finish.
Rope handle.
Satin ribbon bow: Different colors available. 
Perfect for any refined gift.

Gift bag

Discover our elegant Premium bags, easily customized with your logo and/or brand.

GET YOUR CUSTOM GIFT BAGS
Add your company logo for a personal touch

50 units minimum.
High quality screen printing.
Design and realisation times: 3 to 4 weeks.
Contact us to get a quote.

‘M’

‘S’

1, 2 products maximum

3,4 products maximum

> 4 products



TOTE BAG
38cm x 42cm
190g

10,00€

Tote bag ‘Azulejos’

N°1 IRP2201126

N°2 IRP2201127

Tote bag ‘Sardinhas’

N°1 IRP2201129

N°2 IRP2201130

N°3 IRP2201131

OPTION: CUSTOMIZATION
(on the back of the tote bags)

Minimum quantity: 100 units.
Design and realisation times: 3 to 4 weeks.
Contact us to get a quote.

Tote bags

n°1 n°2

n°1 n°2 n°3

Discover our selection of Premium cotton tote bags: They are durable, strong and reusable, with a Portuguese touch on the front.
To promote your event in Portugal, we can also customize these Premium cotton tote bags with the printing of your logo on the back.
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Choose

your favourite

products



Portuguese ceramics



N°1 - CERAMIC SWALLOW 'S'    
9cm - Ref. IRP220164 5,20€

N°2 - CERAMIC SWALLOW 'M'
12cm - Ref. IRP220165 5,80€

N°3 - CERAMIC SWALLOW 'L'
13cm - Ref. IRP2201146 5,90€

N°4 - CERAMIC SARDINE 
'Natural' - Ref. IRP220166 5,90€

COLORFUL CERAMIC SARDINE 8,40€

N°5 - Black stripes  IRP2201147

N°6 - Yellow stripes IRP2201148

N°7 - Red stripes IRP2201149

N°8 - Orange stripes IRP2201150

N°9 - Blue stripes  IRP2201151

N°10 - Turquoise blue stripes  IRP2201152

N°11 - Cobalt blue stripes IRP2201153

Traditional or contemporary ceramic Sardines 
with elegant shapes and bright colours.

Decorative pieces entirely handmade and painted by Portuguese ceramists. 
They can be fixed to the wall. These decorative pieces are made in very high quality renowned workshops, 

located in Caldas da Rainha region (in central Portugal), the ancestral cradle of Portuguese ceramics. 

Traditional black ceramic swallows, 
or original black matte version, simple and pure...

n°1

n°2

n°3

n°4

n°5

n°6

n°7

n°8

n°9

n°10

n°11

Symbols of Portugal



‘PORTUGUESE SARDINE’
17.5 cm x 3.5 cm x 2 cm 12,90€

N°1 - White, rosace pattern IRP2201110

N°2 - White, green hearts IRP2201111

N°3 - Green, tiles pattern IRP2201112

N°4 - Blue, geometric patterns IRP2201113

N°5 - Red, geometric patterns IRP2201114

Ceramic Sardines

n°1

n°2

n°3

n°4

n°5

Beautiful ceramic Sardines with contemporary design.
Designed and handmade in Portugal.

Individual box included



It is said that the famous Barcelos rooster attracts good fortune and happiness.
We suggest you these handmade ceramic Portuguese roosters made by an exceptional ceramic workshop.

2 sizes: 10cm or 14cm in height.

n°1 n°2

n°6

Barcelos roosters

n°7n°5

n°4n°3

TRADITIONAL 8,60€
10cm

12,40€
14cm

N°1 - Black IRP230203 IRP230210

N°2 - White IRP230204 IRP230211

UNICOLOR 7,00€
10cm

9,00€
14cm

N°3 - Black IRP230205 IRP230212

N°4 - Red IRP230206 IRP230213

N°5 - White IRP230207 IRP230214

N°6 - Yellow IRP230208 IRP230215

N°7 - Blue IRP230209 IRP230216

The work of the ceramic is perfect: 
the curves and edges are perfectly drawn, 

the ceramic is smooth without any irregularity, 
the colors are bright and the glazed finish is magnificent... 



HANDMADE 'AZULEJO' 
10,8cm x 10,8cm 12,00€

Cobalt blue n°1 IRP220178

Cobalt blue n°2 IRP220179

Cobalt blue n°3 IRP220180

Cobalt blue n°4 IRP220181

n°3
n°4

n°2n°1

Ceramic tiles 'azulejos' handmade and painted with love by a talented Portuguese ceramist.
They can be used as coasters (backed with cork) or decorative wall pieces.

Authentic Portuguese tiles

Individual kraft packaging included



HANDMADE 'AZULEJO' 
10,8cm x 10,8cm 12,00€

Turquoise blue n°1 IRP220182

Turquoise blue n°2 IRP220183

Turquoise blue n°3 IRP220184

Turquoise blue n°4 IRP220185

Aqua green n°1 IRP220186

Aqua green n°2 IRP220187

Aqua green n°3 IRP220188

Aqua green n°4 IRP220189

n°1
n°2 n°3 n°4

n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4

Other colors available: Turquoise blue and Aqua green.
Our Gift idea: Create your own coasters set (4 tiles for example) with your favorite patterns and colours.

Authentic Portuguese tiles

Individual kraft packaging included



INDIVIDUAL COASTER
10cm x 10cm 9,40€

N°1 IRP220158

N°2 IRP220159

N°3 IRP220160

N°4 IRP220161

N°5 IRP220162

N°6 IRP220163

Made and printed tiles (backed with cork), inspired by Portuguese Azulejos.
Our Gift idea: Create your own coasters set (4 tiles for example) with your favorite patterns.

Coasters ‘blue Azulejos’

Individual white packaging included

n°4 n°5

n°1 n°2

n°6

n°3



INDIVIDUAL COASTER
10cm x 10cm 6,80€

N°1 - Lisboa IRP2201136

N°2 - Porto IRP2201137

N°3 - Algarve IRP230242

N°4 - Cascais IRP230243

Contemporary coasters (backed with cork) designed by a creative couple.
Original and authentic Portuguese souvenirs, perfect for recalling your stay in Portugal whether in Lisbon, Porto, the Algarve or Cascais.

Coasters ‘Portugal Collection’

n°1

n°3
n°4

n°2

Individual white packaging included



‘Lisboa’ mugs covered with 'azulejos'.

n°1 n°2 n°3

MUG 'LISBOA' 8,90€

N°1 IRP220175

N°2 IRP220176

N°3 IRP220177

Porcelain mugs

MUG 9,20€

N°4 - Lisboa IRP2201154

N°5 - Porto IRP2201155

N°6 -Tramway IRP2201156

n°4

n°5

Original porcelain mugs created by Portuguese designers.

n°6



MUG
330ml, 13cm x 8,5cm 11,50€

N°1 - Lilac IRP240311

N°2 - Green IRP240312

N°3 - Pink IRP240313

Beautiful mugs, hand-decorated with a wide variety of reactive glass.
All these products are 100% Made in Portugal, using only Portuguese raw materials

and made by local artisans from all over the country, giving them a truly Portuguese soul.

n°1

n°2

Capuccino mugs

n°3



PACK OF 2 EXPRESSO CUPS
75ml,  Ø: 6cm, h: 6cm 16,80€

N°1 - White IRP240306

N°2 - Green IRP240307

N°3 - Blue IRP240308

N°4 - Pink IRP240309

N°5 - Yellow IRP240310

Fun and colourful expresso cups, made in Portugal.
Hand-painted cups using a vitrification technique that retains the natural look of stoneware ceramics.

Expresso cups

n°2

n°1
n°3

n°4

n°5



SET OF 2 PLATES
Ø: 9,5cm, h: 2,5cm 12,60€

N°1 - Blue IRP240304

N°2 - White IRP240305

Lovely hand-decorated olive oil plates in stoneware ceramic, packed in a gift box of 2, perfect for gifting.
Each plate has a raised Portuguese tile design that adds a touch of elegance to any table.

Olive oil plates

n°2

n°1



Portuguese flavours



CANNED FISH
75g 2,35€

N°1 - Sardine paté in olive oil IRP220111

CANNED FISH
120g 4,15€

N°2 - Sardines in olive oil IRP220109

N°3 - Sardines in olive oil 
with lemon & basil IRP2201121

N°4 - Tuna fillets in olive oil IRP2201122

N°5 - Tuna fillets in olive oil 
with black eyed peas IRP2201123

N°6 - Codfish in olive oil IRP220110

N°7 - Codfish with chickpeas IRP2201124

Discover innovative recipes that provide the best tasting experiences with the
'Briosa Gourmet' canned fish. Thanks to its factory located in the fishing port of
Figueira da Foz, this cannery benefits from a constant supply of fresh fish. 

n°1

n°2

n°7

n°3

n°4

n°5

n°6

Gourmet Canned fish

Taste Premium fish preserves, 100% natural (without additives or preservatives),
hand-wrapped in a beautiful coulourful packaging. 



n°1

n°2

n°3

Papa Anzois cans are radically different from large-scale cans. 
Its artisanal production, in small controlled batches, makes it possible to developp excellent products.

n°4

n°5

n°6

CANNED FISH 'PAPA ANZOIS'
120g 4,20€

N°1 - Sardines 
in virgin biological olive oil IRP2201104

N°2 - Sardines 
with lemon and olive oil IRP2201105

N°3 - Sardines 
with chilli and olive oil IRP2201106

N°4 - Horse mackerel 
in virgin biological olive oil IRP2201107

N°5 - Horse mackerel 
with lemon and olive oil IRP2201108

N°6 - Horse mackerel 
with cloves and olive oil IRP2201109

Gourmet Canned fish

Taste superior quality preserves that respect the integrity of the ingredients. 
Discover the flavour of Algarve and the elegant design of 'Papa Anzois' canned foods.



The 'petiscada', a preserved fish assortment in a glass jar, with vegetable and spices from Algarve.
A delicious mixture with top quality ingredients, in an elegant and colorful packaging.
A famous product in the Portuguese gourmet market.

n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4

n°5 n°6 n°7 n°8

'PETISCADA'
100g 4,15€

N°1 - Sardine 
with confit tomato IRP220196

N°2 - Mackerel 
with pimento habanero IRP220197

N°3 - Mackerel 
with olives & almonds IRP220198

N°4 - Mackerel 
with carrot & coriander IRP220199

N°5 - Tuna
with sweet potato & coriander IRP2201100

N°6 - Tuna 'Algarvia' IRP2201101

N°7 - Olhalvo to Xalapa IRP2201102

N°8 - Cod 
with organic olive oil IRP2201103

Gourmet 'Petiscada'



KIT FLEUR DE SEL & SPICES 4,60€

Kit n°1 IRP220173

Kit n°2 IRP220174

FLEUR DE SEL
70g 12,00€

Premium Fleur de Sel 
in its cork salt shaker IRP220172

Fleur de sel kit, with an original packaging, easily transportable. 
Ingredients: Fleur de sel, fleur de sel with oregano, and fleur de sel with chilis.

n°1 n°2

Fleur de Sel in a cork salt shaker: A product of excellence, highly prized, 
hand harvested with love in the nature reserve of Sapal de Castro Marim (Algarve).

Fleur de Sel



PACK OF 3 OLIVE OILS
180ml (3x 60 ml) 14,50€

Pack ‘Green Azulejos’ IRP230280

OLIVE OIL 
100ml 4,80€

Extra virgin olive oil ‘Fadista’ IRP220150

HAND 
LUGGAGE

100ml

Gourmet olive oils

Extra virgin olive oil ‘Fadista’, with fresh, fruity and slightly pungent aroma, produced in the Alentejo region:
A higher grade olive oil obtained directly from olives, and solely by mechanical means.

Pack of 3 extra virgin olive oils of Portuguese origin.
Superior category olive oils obtained directly from olives solely by mechanical processes. 
> Extra virgin olive oil organic ‘Light’, with aromas of ripe fruits and light herbaceous sensations presenting itself sweet in the mouth, with a slight bitterness and
pungent flavor. 
> Extra virgin olive oil ‘Medium’, with fresh and balanced aromas of green fruits and herbaceous sensations, presenting in the mouth with medium sensations of
sweet, bitter and spicy. 
> Extra virgin olive oil ‘Intense’, with very fresh aromas of green fruits and herbaceous sensations, presenting itself in the mouth with intense sensations of bitter
and spicy. 



OLIVE PASTE
65g 5,00€

N°1 - ‘Negrinha do Douro’ IRP230270

N°2 - ‘Galega’ IRP230271

n°1

n°2

Gourmet olive pastes

N°1 - ‘Negrinha do Douro’ olive paste with spices
Produced in olive groves on the steep slopes of the Douro Valley region, this PDO olive, combined with spices and preserved only in extra virgin olive oil, has a
violet black color, natural to fresh olives, a creamy appearance, with pieces of spices, with intense odor characteristic of fresh olives.

N°2 - ‘Galega’ green olive paste with dry figs
This paste is a mixture of the Galega olive, a unique variety in the world and known as the “Portuguese olive”, with a vibrant green color, and the honeyed fig,
produced in the region of Trás-os-Montes - Portugal, which gives it sweetness. for acidity balance.

Pastes of black and green olives, produced in an artisanal way with Portuguese varieties. 
The black olive paste variety, ‘Negrinha do Douro’, with spices, and the green olive paste variety, ‘Galega’, with fig,



PORTUGUESE JAMS
75g 4,90€

N°1 - ‘Rocha’ Pear Extra Jam
(PDO) with ‘Douro’ Muscatel IRP230272

N°2 - Pumpkin and Orange Jam
with Rosemary and Eucalyptus
Honey, Cinnamon and Almond

IRP230273

N°3 - Fundão Cherry Extra Jam
with Brandy IRP230274

N°4 - Blueberry Extra Jam with
Vanilla and Port Wine IRP230275

N°5 - Bravo de Esmolfe Apple
Extra Jam with Cinnamon IRP230276

N°6 - Fig and Orange Extra
Jam with Port Wine IRP230277n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4 n°5 n°6

Gourmet jams

Taste surprising Portuguese flavours with these original jams in tubes! Made in an artisanal way, they are among the best
handmade and gourmet jams in the world, with several international awards for flavour. 

N°1 - ’Rocha’ Pear (PDO) is an exclusively Portuguese variety produced, for the most part, on the Central West Coast of Portugal. It is a fruit with an appetizing color,
texture and flavor. ‘Douro’ Muscatel, a liqueur wine, makes an extremely delicate and light connection with Rocha pear, making it a sweet with a unique flavor.
N°2 - This pumpkin jam is the most traditional Portuguese jam and one of the most used by the Portuguese. A delicate mixture of pumpkin and orange, rosemary
honey and eucalyptus honey, cinnamon and almond, make this jam unique.
N°3 - This sweet jam, with cherry from Fundão PGI (Protected Geographical Indication), a cherry variety traditionally grown in the heart of Cova da Beira, of firm and
fleshy consistency, is flavored with the brandy of unique aroma and flavor. 
N°4 - Blueberry Jam of the Duke variety, a berry with a resistant texture and an attractive blue-purple color, of high quality, with a semi-sweet and mild flavor, a wild
fruit, with flavors ranging from the slightly sweet, sour and bitter, flavored with Port wine, from the Douro Valley region.
N°5 - Bravo de Esmolfe apple, is an apple with Protected Designation of Origin (PDO), from Beira Alta, juicy, sweet and at the same time acidic, which combined with
cinnamon, creates a delicate jam with a unique flavor, very appreciated for spreading bread, croissants, toasts and accompanying with a tea.
N°6 - This fig jam, variety honey drop, produced in the region of Trás-os-Montes, is a sweet, tasty fruit with a consistent pulp, mixed with orange from the Algarve
region, a sweet and sour fruit, and flavored with Port wine, one of the most appreciated liqueur wines in the world produced in the Douro Valley.



HONEY POT
50g 2,20€

N°1 - Heather IRP220104

N°2 - Multi-flower IRP220105

N°3 - Rosemary IRP220106

N°4 - Eucalyptus IRP220107

N°5 - Orange IRP220108

CAROB BAR
80g 5,90€

N°6 - Carob Bar IRP230238

N°7 - Carob & Almond Bar IRP230239

N°8 - Carob Almond & Milk Bar IRP230240

n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4 n°5

Portuguese delicacies

n°6 n°7 n°8

Experience the Carob: This dark gold growing on Algarve trees has become a superfood enjoyed all over the world. It's a great
source of minerals, and it's rich in fibre and antioxidants. It does not contain gluten or stimulants. Portugal stands out as one of the
largest producer of this product known as “alfarroba” by the Portuguese. These Carob bars are an exclusive immersion in the rich
and warm aromas of the Mediterranean: An original gift from South Portugal.

High quality honey from a beekeeping farm that has existed for three decades, and whose products quality is well recognized.



HANDMADE CHOCOLATE
50g 5,95€

N°1 - Dark chocolate 72% 
& Fleur de Sel from Aveiro IRP220151

N°2 - White chocolate 45%
& Azores milk IRP230249

N°3 - Milk chocolate 57%
& Pastel de Nata IRP230250

Exceptional handmade chocolate tablets, outstanding in taste and flavour, and also appealing to the eye. A unique product to the
Portuguese market, made from the cocoa bean in micro-batches, 'Bean-to-Bar' . Handmade chocolate

n°1

n°2 n°3



BOX CHOCOLATE SARDINES
50g 4,80€

Mix of 4 chocolate sardines IRP230241

Handmade dark chocolate tablets, with 72% cocoa. 
A delicious gift with an original 'postcard' illustration of the city of Lisbon or Porto.

Handmade chocolate

With the box 'Obrigado', thanking has never been so easy and delicious.
Box with 5 neapolitans: Perfect to taste the aromatic intensity of 72%
dark chocolate.

DARK CHOCOLATE
50g 6.05€

Box 5 neapolitans 'Obrigado' IRP220125

Original chocolate sardines with a mix of 4 different flavours: 
Dark chocolate, milk chocolate, white chocolate and liqueur wine chocolate.

DARK CHOCOLATE
100g 4,90€

Tablet 'Lisboa' IRP230248

Tablet 'Porto' IRP230251



BOX OF TEA
100g 9,70€

N°1 - Orange fields IRP220167

N°2 - Pastel de nata IRP220168

N°3 - Almonds from Algarve IRP2201143

N°4 - Apples from Alcobaça IRP2201144

N°5 - Melon from Ribatejo IRP2201145

n°3 n°4 n°5

Flavoured teas

n°1 n°2

1 - A delicious combination of the strength of black tea and the sweetness of peels and pieces of orange.
2 - A delicious combination of the strength of black tea and the aroma of the emblematic 'Pastel de Nata'.
3 - Tea with the sweet taste of almonds from Algarve, the southern region of Portugal. 
4 - Tea with Alcobaça apples, known for centuries for their intense aromas and sweet flavours. 
5 - Tea with white melon from Ribatejo: The melon produced here is a white melon with a very light yellow skin and a tender and delicately sweet flesh. 

Check out our flavoured teas selection with delicious pieces of Portugal.
Perfect teas to offer with their attractive metal boxes, beautifully decorated with the Portuguese tiles 'azulejos'. 



BOX WITH A TEA SELECTION
15 compostable teabags 6,10€

Camomile IRP230261

Green tea IRP230262

Black tea IRP230263

BLACK TEA
Blue tin, 50g 10,80€

‘Lisbon Breakfast’ IRP220117

BLACK TEA ‘EARL GREY’
Yellow tin, 65g 13,60€

‘Earl Grey Portugal’ IRP220118

Precious teas

Lovely tins made in Portugal that can bring precious teas everywhere!
Blue tin ‘Lisbon Breakfast’: Portuguese & Ceilan Black Tea Blend.

Yellow tin: Black tea ‘Earl Grey’ with Portuguese bergamots.

Box with teabag selection: Camomile, Green tea or Black tea.
15 Tea Pyramids compostable in each box.



PORTO GRAHAM'S
2 mini bottles, 50ml each 9,00€

Graham's Selection Pack IRP230236

GINJA LIQUEUR
100ml 6,95€

Ginja 'Vila das Rainhas' IRP220195

AGUARDENTE DE MEDRONHO
100ml 9,80€

'Pura' Medronho Spirit IRP230202

HAND 
LUGGAGE

100ml

The 'Vila das Rainhas' cherry liqueur from Obidos, of exceptional quality,
made in respect of traditions, and from the best fruits. Intense in aroma and
flavor of morello cherry, ruby color, round and velvety in the mouth, this liqueur
is produced according to a monastic recipe, in a artisanal way, without
artificial colors or aromas. Affectionately called ‘Ginjinha’, this traditional
liqueur can be served as an aperitif, or as a digestive.

Elegant metal box with a selection of two illustrious Port wines
from the Douro Valley: 
> 1 Graham's Late Bottled Vintage.
> 1 Graham's 10 year Old Tawny.
Graham’s was founded in 1820 and belongs to the Symington
family.

Typical drinks

In the South of Portugal, there is a wild, exuberant and strong spirit called
"Aguardente de Medronho". "Aguardente" means fire water and "Medronho" is
the fruit of the "Medronheiro', also called strawberry tree. This spirit is one of
the most popular Portuguese drinks: The 'Pura' one is still distillated by
traditonal method. 



PACKS OF 3 LIQUEURS
180ml (3x 60 ml) 14,50€

N°1 - Pack ‘Azulejos’ IRP230278

N°2 - Pack ‘Barcelos Rooster’ IRP230279

HAND 
LUGGAGE

100ml

Liqueurs from Portugal

Pack n°1, ‘Azulejos’ design.
Flavours included:
Chestnut Liqueur, Blueberry Liqueur, Arbutus Liqueur.

Pack n°2, ‘Barcelos Rooster’ design. 
Flavours included:
Aromatic Herbs Liqueur, Strawberry Liqueur, Coffee Liqueur.

Packs of 3 liqueurs produced artisanally in Portugal, with 100% Portuguese ingredients.
Exclusive and elegant gifts for those who enjoy gastronomy and want to experience traditional flavours of Portugal.

n°1

n°2



Portuguese cork presents



EXPRESSO CUP
60ml - Ø: 6.6 cm, h: 6.8cm 7,30€

N°1 - Black matte IRP230281

N°2 - Pearl IRP230283

N°3 - Green IRP230282

TEA CUP
180ml - Ø: 8cm, h: 8cm 7,95€

N°1 - Black matte IRP230285

N°2 - Pearl IRP230287

N°3 - Green IRP230286

Ceramic & cork cupsWe invite you to discover a selection of coffee and tea cups which shapes are inspired by the traditional pottery of Alentejo.
These two materials, that have a strong tradition in Portuguese industry, embody the Portuguese cultural identity.
A beautiful and useful gift, perfect to experience the warmth of cork and the coldness of ceramics together...

100% natural products, produced piece by piece. 
Slight variations of color or shape may arise to the same reference,
which gives it the characteristics of a unique and exclusive object.

n°1 n°2

n°3



HANDMADE CANDLE
160g 11,00€

Cassis Rose IRP220121

Pink Pepper IRP220122

Bergamot Ginger IRP220123

Mediterranean Herbs IRP220124

CUSTOMIZABLE

PRODUCT

50 units minimum
Ask us for a quote

Ecological candlesAromatic candles of exceptional qu ality. 
These scented candles are handmade in Portugal with premium soy wax, the finest fragrances and cotton wicks.
You will love the blend of 100% vegetable and ecological wax, and their captivating scents...

The perfect choice to bring a cozy atmosphere to any room. 
The glass and the Portuguese cork lid bring a touch of elegance.



‘OBRIGADO’ TIN
100g - Ø: 6 cm, h: 7 cm
Ref. IRP230260

7,30€

CORK CUBE WITH MAGNET
150g - 7.5cm x 7.5cm x 7.5cm 11,00€

N°1 - Wild pansy IRP230254

N°2 - Sunflower IRP230255

N°3 - Coriander IRP230256

N°4 - Peppermint IRP230257

N°5 - Chili pepper IRP230258

N°6 - Basil IRP230259

‘Obrigado’ tin with sunflower.
Lovely mini tin with ‘Thank you’ message, and Portuguese cork. 
Just add water and watch sunflowers grow.

Cork cubes with magnet, substrate and organic seeds.
Just sow, add water and wait for 1 to 2 weeks to germinate!

Original cork presentsSurprise with ecological and original gifts, with products that combine nature and design.

n°1

n°2 n°3 n°4
n°5

n°6

CUSTOMIZABLE

PRODUCT

100 units minimum
Ask us for a quote



CORK NOTEBOOK, A6
10,5cm x 14,8cm, 60 pages 9,80€

N°1 IRP230264

N°2 IRP230265

N°3 IRP230266

CORK NOTEBOOK, A5
14,8cm x 21cm, 60 pages 11,60€

N°1 IRP230267

N°2 IRP230268

N°3 IRP230269

Natural cork cover. 
Portuguese cardstock, natural unbleached, cover interior.
Hand stitched binding using Portuguese cotton thread.
60 ivory pages, unlined.

Handmade cork notebooks

Beautiful handmade notebooks, engraved with a refined pattern from traditional houses in the Algarve. 
Cork is a natural material: each piece has its own expression, each notebook is unique.

n°1 n°2

n°3



Portuguese stationery



NOTEBOOK A6
10,5cm x 14,8cm, 48 pages 4,00€

N°1 IRP220190

N°2 IRP220191

N°3 IRP220192

N°4 IRP220193

n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4

Ecofriendly notebooks, ‘Azulejos collection’,
100% recycled paper, handmade in Portugal. Notebooks ‘Azulejos’

NOTEBOOK A5
14,5cm x 21cm, 52 pages 8,10€

N°5 IRP2201133

N°6 IRP2201134

N°7 IRP2201135

n°5 n°6 n°7



NOTEBOOK
17cm x 23cm, 200 pages 17,00€

Blue Azulejos IRP2201125

Lisboa, Fado IRP2201140

Lisboa, Tramway IRP2201141

Lisboa, Fernando Pessoa IRP2201142

'Galocha' notebooks

Discover the 'Lisboa collection': original and unique 'Galocha' notebooks in a special and exclusive edition.

Offer the famous and genuine Portuguese notebook 'Galocha', with distinctive and harde-wearing spine and corners. 
Made using stitching and gluing techniques unchanged in over a century in the Lisbon workshops. 
Totally handmade by one of the oldest Lisboa stationery in Portugal (since 1918). 



MAGNETS 
5,5cm x 8cm 2,05€

Portugal, Wine & Fado IRP220170

Lisboa Tramway IRP220171

Creative magnets

MAGNETS 
5,3cm x 8cm 2,05€

Rooster of Barcelos IRP2201117

Lisboa IRP2201115

Porto IRP2201116

Magnets designed by Portuguese artists: Funny souvenirs perfect to complete any gift.



Portuguese fragrances



Dona LurdesDona Cândida

Dona Ivone

Dona Inês

Dona MariaDona Conceição

ARTISANAL SOAP 'AZULEJO'
80g 5,20€

'Dona Conceição' IRP220152

'Dona Maria' IRP220153

'Dona Ivone' IRP220154

'Dona Inês' IRP220155

'Dona Cândida' IRP220156

'Dona Lurdes' IRP220157

Original soaps made in the old  way, in the form of 'azulejos' 
with a sweet typical Portuguese scent: 'amêndoa amarga' (bitter almond).

Portuguese artisanal soaps

Our Gift suggestion: a lovely box with two different handracrafted soaps.



PORTUGAL COLLECTION
150g 6,40€

‘Lisbon’, basil soap IRP220112

‘Porto’, camellia soap IRP2201120

SARDINE SOAP
80g 6,90€

Sardine shaped  soap 
on a rope IRP220113

Offer a little piece of Portugal with these aromatic soaps created with a 100% vegetable base and the best ingredients, hand
wrapped in paper adorned with illustrations of the beautiful cities of Lisbon and Porto. Perfect for gifting and to keep as a fragrant
souvenir! All fhese soaps are creations of the famous 'Castelbel' brand, renowned for its high-end and refined soaps, made in the
Porto region.

Sardine in soap form, with lemon and sea salt scent: Original and practical,
it will find its place in any kitchen.

Creative soaps ‘Castelbel’

2 - Porto 
A scent with a Northern accent! A soap dedicated to the City of Camellias is scented,
naturally, with the fresh and intense floral fragrance of the Camellia...

1 - Lisbon
It smells good, it smells like Lisbon! What better fragrance to represent the Portuguese
capital, a city famous for its popular festivals, than ‘Manjerico’? 



LUXURY SOAP
200g 7,90€

N°1 - Lavender Chamomile IRP230228

N°2 - Santal Tonka IRP230229

N°3 - Green Sencha IRP220103

Luxury soaps ‘Castelbel’

1 - Lavender Chamomile is close, calming, essential for the mind and spirit. A fusion of two natural scents known for their tranquillity: Lavender & Chamomile.
2 - Santal Tonka is complex, warm, with notes of wood. An exotic combination of Sandalwood and Tonka Bean that entrances the senses and warms the heart.
3 - Green Sencha is revitalizing, green, fresh. Inspired by oriental Sencha tea, it reinvigorates and infuses us with energy and good vibes, combining notes of
green tea with juicy citrus fruits.

n°2

n°1

n°3

These soaps are a fragrant tribute to the centuries-old art of Portuguese tile-making. Made with high quality ingredients, a
100% vegetable base, each soap is hand-wrapped in paper with tile motifs, tied with a ribbon and finished with a small,
authentic tile. These soaps are creations of the prestigious 'Castelbel' brand.



LUXURY SOAP
200g 7,25€

N°1 - Verbena IRP220137

N°2 - Perfect Love IRP220138

N°3 - Vanila Amber IRP220139

N°4 - Pine Cedar IRP220140

N°5 - Orange and Cinnamon IRP220141

Renowned for their artisanal manufacture, the 'Saudade' soaps are produced from ingredients of vegetable origin and
enriched with organic olive oil. These luxury soaps are carefully wrapped by hand in a delicate sheet of vegetal paper, and then
placed inside of a premium box with 'Saudade' gold stamped.

Luxury soaps ‘Saudade’

n°1

n°2 n°3

n°5

n°4

1 - The 'Verbena soap' has a milder fragrance, but no less notorious. Its scent is delicate and pleasant.
2 - The 'Perfect Love' soap, known as Violet, conveys a sense of serenity and tranquility, due to its soothing and anti-inflammatory properties.
3 - With white jasmine notes and marked by an intense heat that mixes amber, musk and a subtle touch of vanilla, the 'Vanila Ambar' soap leaves a trail of
enigmatic and captivating aromas. 
4 - With a more woody fragrance, developed through sublime touches of pine, cedar and patchouli, the 'Pine Cedar' soap combines with a fresh aroma of pine
branches chosen with dedication.
5 - With a timeless and aphrodisiac combination, the 'Orange and Cinnamon' soap transmits a powerful fragrance of well-being, providing a feeling of calm
and comfort. 



LUXURY HAND CREAM
60ml 9,90€

N°1 - Cotton Flower IRP230230

N°2 - Lavender IRP230244

N°3 - Verbena IRP230245

N°4 - White Jasmin IRP230246

EAU DE COLOGNE
100ml 25,50€

‘Lavanda’ (for Ladies) IRP220102

‘Atlântico’ (for Gentlemen) IRP220101The timeless Eau de Cologne 'Lavanda', first released in 1929: One of the cult
products of 'Ach Brito', a brand of prestigious cosmetic products, created in
1918 in Porto. With a fresh and revitalizing aroma, 'Lavanda' is an absolute
classic of Portuguese perfumery.

Luxurious hand creams of the brand 'Castelbel'. 
Made with a high concentration of plant butters and oils and scented with soft, the Castelbel hand creams are deeply moisturizing.

Iconic beauty products

The Eau de Cologne ‘Atlântico’, modern and masculine: A refreshing Eau de
toilette with notes of lemon, lavender, cedar and musk. A product full of
character launched in 2020 by 'Ach Brito'.

n°1 n°2 n°3 n°4

HAND 
LUGGAGE

100ml
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Portuguese

gifts



How to order your gifts

Contact us by email indicating the chosen products and the quantity.
All orders placed with Remember Portugal must be confirmed by e-mail: hello@remember-portugal.com
The order is considered valid after the signature of the quote and full payment of the order (bank transfer).

Deliveries across Portugal

During your stay in Portugal, Remember Portugal will deliver your gifts at the venue of your choice across Portugal 
(hotel, convention center…), and at the date at your convenience.

Availability of our products

Remember Portugal will make every effort to ensure the availability of the products and references chosen. 
All the products presented in this catalogue are valid within the limits of the stocks available from our suppliers.
Get in touch with us as soon as possible to check stock with our partners, and to book the products you want to offer. 



A gifting project in Portugal? 

+351 912 475 698
hello@remember-portugal.com
www.remember-portugal.com

Rua das Cavadas n°72
3090-797 Santana
Figueira da Foz
Portugal


